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Abstract

This paper discusses the constantly changing definition of big data and portrays the landscape of the most widely used analytical techniques in the context of public policy formulation in Latin America and the Caribbean. It also presents the conclusions drawn from three exploratory studies conducted by sector teams of the Inter-American Development Bank regarding firm-level productivity, sustainable urban mobility, and smart cities. Based on these studies, the paper addresses sensitive issues surrounding the use of big data in public policy, such as data security and ownership, privacy, ethical framework of data use, among others. The paper concludes by making recommendations for government agencies regarding the use of public value intelligence and suggesting a competency rubric for “smart consumers” of big data. The target audiences are primarily the decision makers in different sectors of the governments in the region, public sector professionals, and social and economic development specialists.
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1. Introduction

In today’s modern economies, data are a key factor of production, just like fixed assets and human capital [1]. With the advent of information technologies, data that were once scarce have become overabundant [1]–[3]. Despite ever-growing data storage and computing capacity, it is estimated that the amount of data currently generated is greater than the physical storage capacity available: computing capacity grew by an annual rate of 58 percent in the period between 1986 and 2007 [4]. This clearly shows that we are in the era of big data.

The emergence of this trend has enabled the development of a series of technologies and expertise that depend on storage and computing capacities [5]. Big data can have positive impacts on many sectors, from retail and manufacturing to health and public administration [1].

Data use in many sectors has been compared to the advent of electricity: one simply cannot work without it [6]. Moreover, one can envisage a scenario in which knowledge production becomes radically different—that is, traditional scientific methods, theory, and professional expertise would no longer be required—as the data would “speak for themselves” [7].

The reality proved quite the contrary: big data failed to predict the spread of flu [8], [9] and the level of educational improvement [10] (see Section 4), which has called its effectiveness into question, with excessive optimism giving way to doom and gloom. Therefore, it is essential to understand big data to properly assess its potential, and even more importantly, its constraints. This paper will show that, contrary to popular belief, using advanced analytics requires expert decision making at all times: from choosing data sources to selecting analytical methodologies, and especially in interpreting and communicating the results. These decisions ultimately make or break a data analytics project.

Ultimately, even though big data analytics would be impossible without information and communications technologies (ICT), it is important to avoid the mistake of treating data analytics projects like any other ICT infrastructure implementation project. This is because data analytics projects are different in nature and potential impact, as they are strategic endeavors that support evidence-based decision making within organizations.

The objective of this paper is to revisit the concept of big data and its analytics techniques in the context of public policy formulation in Latin America and the Caribbean. The paper also examines three cases that will contribute to a better understanding of the challenges in the implementation of analytics projects in the public sector in the region, providing recommendations and suggestions for success. Therefore, the target audiences of this paper are primarily decision makers, public sector professionals, and government authorities at the micro, mezzo, and macro levels in the region.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 takes a brief look at the concept of big data and discusses data management and analytics methodologies, as well as the technologies used for said purposes. Section 3 presents three exploratory cases and examines how to apply big data analytics specifically to generate evidence that supports decision making in public policy in Latin America and the Caribbean. Section 4 draws conclusions and recommendations for government agencies regarding the use of public value intelligence and introduces a rubric for decision makers to assess their own competencies.
2. Conceptual Framework

It is necessary to establish a conceptual framework to define big data, as the term has several meanings. The general public usually associates big data with not only the data themselves, but also data processing, data analysis techniques and technologies, as well as the professionals involved and the skills required for carrying out these tasks.

2.1. Big Data: How It Has Been Defined Until Now

The term “big data” originated in the field of computer science, and typically refers to datasets whose sizes exceed the processing capacity of standard software and hardware available for data capture, storage, and analysis [1], [5], [11]–[15]. Initially, multiple authors used the so-called “Three Vs” to characterize what big data is. As shown in [5], [16]–[20], the “Three Vs” stand for:

1. **Volume**: this refers to the enormous quantity of existing data. Volume has implications for the resources required for data storage and computing capacity. Although volume was the most notable characteristic of big data in the early years and hence the name, given the steady progress in hardware and software capacity, volume is no longer a defining feature of big data.

2. The **velocity** of big data production and analysis, in other words, the speed at which big data are created, processed, analyzed, and stored [14], [19]. The current communication platforms and devices make it easy to create and/or share information, giving rise to large amounts of information that must be stored and processed in real time [18].

3. The **variety** in the sources and types of data. Data type depends on its structure—namely, structured, semistructured, or unstructured [5], [16].

Although the “three Vs” definition of big data proved instrumental for modeling issues in the field of computer science and information technology, a definition based on technical characteristics has to be constantly revisited [21]. In response to this, other authors have introduced more qualitative dimensions into the definition of big data [16], [19], [22], such as:

4. **Variability**: When data volume is low, anomalies (commonly known as outliers) that deviate from prominent patterns are present in observations due to the statistical effect of dispersion [23]. However, in big data, these anomalies exist in such abundance that the name “outlier” loses its meaning as they become an integral part of the big data to be analyzed. An example of this are the viral trends on the Internet [24].

5. **Complexity**: This refers to the multiplicity and varying quantity of sources of existing data thanks to the proliferation of different online devices. Examples include satellite tracking devices (GPS), the sensors used to enable the Internet of Things (IoT), data spontaneously generated by citizens, and other phenomena of the digital society. Data sources come in two types: intersubject and intrasubject sources [25]. Intersubject sources refer to data collection from many subjects at the same point in time, while intrasubject sources refer to ongoing data collection from the same subject over time (for example, biometric data collected from a fitness tracker). Additionally, big data is exhaustive in its scope, as a dataset can contain all the observations of a particular sample, which allows analysis of the entire set [18]. Moreover, most big data is available in real time or as soon as it is generated, which makes it possible to predict the immediate future, or perform “nowcasting” [26]. In terms of depth, big data can provide the “highest resolution” picture, as it captures extensive details. Online transactions are an example in which big data records every minuscule detail of each operation [18]. Another characteristic of big data is
flexibility both in terms of their extensibility, or the capacity to readily aggregate new types of data, and scalability, or the ability to rapidly grow in size [18].

(6) **Veracity:** This is understood as quality, reliability, and certainty of data, especially in terms of origin and creation. For example, conducting big data analysis by using the messages on social media platforms can be fraught with false information or based on subjective perceptions that are inaccurate and misleading [27]. In the same vein, online transaction data is prone to interruptions or loss of segments due to technical issues. Using various datasets together can exacerbate this problem [28].

(7) **Representativeness:** This measures the extent to which big data provides an adequate representation of the populations analyzed, given the nature of the data or the means of data collection. For example, data generated by social media have problems of underrepresentation (due to lack of participation on or access to social media platforms), overrepresentation (accounts and profiles of deceased persons), and multiplicity (the same person having multiple accounts) [29].

### 2.2. Big Data Processing and Analysis

Unprocessed big data has little inherent value; it only becomes valuable once fully processed [16]. Big data can help predict investment returns, generate valuable insight, improve processes, and support decision making by reducing uncertainty, among other benefits.

The need to process and analyze big data has led to the creation of a discipline called **Data Science** [15], [19], which combines a broad range of multidisciplinary techniques such as Computer Science, Mathematics, Statistics, Econometrics, and Operational Research [30], [31]. The life cycle of data analysis consists of at least six stages, which are illustrated in Figure 1.

---

**Figure 1: Life Cycle of Data Analysis** [32].
As shown in Figure 1, the life cycle of data analysis is not a linear process; often, questions need to be rephrased based on data availability or results reinterpreted in light of new evidence. Therefore, data analysis is an iterative process that may involve going back to earlier stages. In any case, big data processing can be broken down into two main components: data management and data analytics [16], [33].

**Data management** consists of three aspects: (1) collecting and storing the data, (2) cleaning or scrubbing the data, and (3) preparing the data for analysis. **Data analytics** refers to answering the questions and/or hypotheses formulated based on modeling or analytical techniques. As can be seen, this process is not notably different than that of scientific research in any discipline; the main difference lies in the overall characteristics of the data used, which were reviewed in the previous section, and in the challenges in data access and management.

There is a plethora of **data management** methodologies for carrying out the tasks discussed in the previous paragraph. Table 1 shows one way of classifying those methodologies.

**Table 1: Big Data Processing Methodologies. Prepared In-house Based on Gandomi and Haider [16]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Examples of processing techniques by data type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Text</strong></td>
<td>Information extraction: gathering structured data from a text, with entity recognition and relation extraction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Text summarization: summarizing one or multiple documents using natural language processing techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Question answering: responding to questions formulated in natural language using natural language processing techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sentiment analysis: analyzing opinionated text to generate a negative or positive response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audio</strong></td>
<td>Transcript-based approach: converting audio content into a textual transcript using automatic speech recognition with the help of large dictionaries, and then processing the output using text analytics techniques.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phonetic-based approach: converting the sounds and phonemes of a speech into a sequence, and searching for the phonetic representation of a given term within the sequence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Video</strong></td>
<td>Server-based architecture: dedicated server for performing video analytics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge-based architecture: video analytics performed locally and on raw, uncompressed data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social media</strong></td>
<td>Content-based analytics: this approach focuses on data posted by users. The data are analyzed with the techniques described above, namely text, audio, or video analytics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structure-based analytics: this approach synthesizes the structural attributes of social network and gleans intelligence from the relationships among participating entities. The techniques include community detection, social influence analysis, and link prediction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are several methodologies for **data analytics**, which are scientific analytical approaches (Table 2) that can have different technological implementations in the form of products and services.
Table 2: Examples of Methodologies for Big Data Modeling and Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Applications / Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spatial analysis</strong></td>
<td>A set of techniques that analyze the geometric, topological, and geographical properties of a dataset [34]–[38].</td>
<td>• Spatial regressions (consumption vs. distance from shopping centers), simulations (supply chain performance with different warehouse locations).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Identifying opinion leaders to target marketing campaigns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Identifying bottlenecks in the flow of information within a company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Modeling transportation networks and predicting travel time from point A to point B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network analysis</strong></td>
<td>A set of techniques that characterize relationships between discrete nodes in a graph or a network [39].</td>
<td>• Predicting crime, school, and college dropout rates, post-operative life expectancy, or sales.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Making product suggestions and recommendations based on past purchases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Natural language processing: voice and language recognition for human-computer interaction (for example, Siri, Cortana, and Alexa), and sentiment analysis of texts and social media inputs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Pattern recognition: using handwritten text, image processing, and face recognition to search for crime suspects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Anomaly detection: detecting bank fraud based on unusual purchase activities using credit cards.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Machine learning</strong></td>
<td>A sub-discipline within Computer Science (historically known as Artificial Intelligence), which involves designing and developing algorithms that enable behaviors to be inferred from empirical data. There are two types of machine learning: supervised and unsupervised.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supervised learning is the task of inferring a function based on a set of training examples. These examples consist of a set of inputs (vectors) and a set of outputs that are correct answers (that satisfy the function). Having the correct answers make it possible to measure errors in the predictions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In unsupervised learning, there are no known correct answers (or they are not necessary), and therefore there is no feedback for adjusting a function. The objective of the algorithm is to organize data or describe their structure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Territorial intelligence</strong></td>
<td>These are spatial analysis methodologies that use information technology to combine qualitative, quantitative and spatial approaches, while taking into consideration the participatory approach as well as global, multidisciplinary, and multisectoral approaches. Some examples are grouping analysis, atypical value analysis [40], [41] and multicriteria analyses that combine various spatial characteristics [42].</td>
<td>• Spatial indicators of the level of public and private services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Gap analysis and spatial growth analysis of service demand and supply.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Urban and rural accessibility, territorial profiling in different geographical, sociodemographic, economic, and human development dimensions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Many traditional statistical analysis techniques such as multiple linear regression can be understood as machine learning models in which measures of error provide feedback for fine-tuning the models. In fact, there are models – such as multilevel models – that account for data nesting and require minimal measures of error to work.
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### Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Applications / Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimization</td>
<td>Numerical modeling techniques for redesigning and improving processes as well as complex, multidimensional systems.</td>
<td>• Optimizing resource allocation in hospitals, schools, production centers, and warehouses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Production: programming production equipment and inventory management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/B testing</td>
<td>A technique that works with a control group and several test groups to determine what changes can lead to improvement in a certain target variable. Therefore, this technique is also known as split testing or bucket testing. The high data volume makes it possible to conduct and analyze a large number of tests, ensuring that the group sizes are large enough to detect statistically significant differences among control and test groups.</td>
<td>• Testing the effectiveness of different marketing campaigns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Testing the effectiveness of a medical treatment or a type of education through natural experiments in which some subjects participate in an intervention whereas others do not, under different circumstances. The testing aims to work with subjects that are as similar as possible (matching) to control for as many variables as possible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>Simulation models the behavior of complex systems to forecast, predict, and plan for scenarios.</td>
<td>• Predicting the financial performance of a company under uncertain circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Weather forecast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical visualization of data</td>
<td>A way to discover and understand patterns in large datasets through visual interpretation so that users can navigate and explore the data.</td>
<td>• Interactive visual analysis of the main components [43], [44].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data visualization</td>
<td>Communicate information clearly and effectively using different methods of interactive graphic representation [45]–[48].</td>
<td>• Infographics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Dashboards for tracking and synthesizing certain occurrences.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are also technological products and services (and often software) available for data management and analysis. Table 3 lists some of these.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>New analytical frameworks</strong></td>
<td>Work environments that contain or can contain a series of packages and libraries that allow for code reuse to facilitate common tasks. Data repositories that only receive new data and allow databases to be created through data marts. The difference between a data warehouse and a data lake lies in the different structures of the data.</td>
<td>Hadoop (Google, Apache), Spark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data warehouse and data lakes</strong></td>
<td>Data warehouses store structured data (for example, tables with data organized in rows and columns), while data lakes can store structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data.</td>
<td>SQL Server, Azure SQL, NoSQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relational database</strong></td>
<td>Database consisting of a collection of tables (relations). Relational database management systems (RDBMS) store a type of structured data. SQL is the most commonly used language for RDBMS (see below for more details).</td>
<td>MySQL, PostegreSQL, Oracle, SparkSQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-relational database</strong></td>
<td>Database that does not store data in table format (rows and columns).</td>
<td>MongoDB, Cassandra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data visualization</strong></td>
<td>Tools for visualizing data, of varying degrees of flexibility and versatility for customized results.</td>
<td>D3js, Google Charts, Tableau, Vega</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistical tools/plugins</strong></td>
<td>Statistical packages or extensions for conducting statistical analysis on data. Simpler tools/plugins use a graphic interface for tasks, while more complex ones require familiarity with a certain programming language.</td>
<td>SAS, Stata, SPSS, Matlab, R, Python, Pandas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographic information system</strong></td>
<td>System designed for processing, storing, analyzing, and visualizing geographic data.</td>
<td>Leaflet, PostGIS, Esri ArcGIS, CartoDB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cloud Computing</strong></td>
<td>Enables on-demand access to a series of configurable computer resources, which can be used or unlocked without having to interact with the provider and does not require a significant amount of management resources [1]. Cloud computing has five essential characteristics: on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and capacity to automatically control and optimize resource use.</td>
<td>Amazon Web Services, Google Cloud Platform, Microsoft Azure, Digital Ocean: Cloud Services for Developers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis cycle of data science requires the participation of specialists with a solid background in one or more fields such as computer science, application use and development, modeling, statistics, analytics, and mathematics. These specialists are known as **data scientists**, who explore, raise questions, conduct scenario analysis (“what happens if...”), and question existing assumptions and processes using multiple data sources from different origins [19], [49].

When applied to public policy decision making, design, implementation, and evaluation, the objective of data science is to produce relevant, high-quality, and timely evidence to underpin and guide decisions. This involves identifying problems that go unnoticed and therefore are not actionable [43], and this process is known as data-driven decision making [15].

There is strong evidence showing that big data applications can play an important role in benefiting not only private firms, but also national economies and citizens [1], by creating value in the global economy to enhance private and public sector productivity and competitiveness and to generate economic surplus for consumers [1].

Private firms have been using data analysis to support decision making for a long time. Firms carry out complex calculations on their consumer data, using big data analysis techniques known as business intelligence to identify patterns and trends that predict future consumer behavior, assess the impact of segmentation in a marketing campaign, or recommend products and services based on past purchases, among others [1], [50].

Big data analysis can also help improve public administration by generating more and better solutions that meet the needs of healthcare, education, transportation, housing, assistance, and inclusion of certain socially, demographically, and geographically disadvantaged groups. This is particularly relevant for the public sector, whose prevailing culture is one of treating all citizens equally, regardless of their individual or collective characteristics [1].

Thus, with access to big data and the use of adequate analytical techniques, it has become possible to identify and measure previously invisible and therefore unsolvable issues. In light of this, a type of “public value intelligence” can be developed (a social equivalent of “business intelligence”), which can potentially become a strategic component of public policy decision making, design, implementation, and evaluation by the governments of Latin America and the Caribbean.

In one specific example, the World Bank launched the first Big Data Innovation Challenge [51] to recognize a series of initiatives in support of big-data-driven public value generation in various areas, among which are the following:

- **Poverty**: India used nighttime satellite images to analyze access to electricity in more than 600,000 villages to take stock of their needs. Sri Lanka and Pakistan used similar technology to measure other variables (number of cars, built area, shade, floor type, street type, among others), leading to more cost-effective indicators with comparable, if not greater, accuracy than traditional methods. Nigeria used nighttime satellite images (which show the sectors with access to electricity) to assess the relationship between poverty and market ineffectiveness by analyzing and aggregating the monthly prices of hundreds of commodities.

- **Crime and security**: In Bogota, a study examined the relationship between crime and urban infrastructure using route information from the bus rapid transit (BRT) system and risk terra in modeling for data analysis. The results found certain areas near hospitals, schools, pharmacies, and bus stations to be prone to assaults and murders, identified crime peak-hours, and predicted the parts of the city most vulnerable to potential criminal activity.
**Transportation:** The Philippines saw the development of two applications, OpenRoad and Open Traffic. OpenRoad is an interactive portal that allows users to track the status of publicly funded road projects and provide feedback by project or by location. Open Traffic is an application that allows the user to visualize and analyze information on traffic speed by using the inputs from GPSs installed in taxis and data gathered from the cellphones of taxi drivers. In Belarus, a government-backed initiative led to the development of an application called RoadLab, which can assess the surface quality of streets and roads by using the accelerometer in cellphones and submitting location information through GPS. To do this, the application divides the streets into 100-meter segments, georeferencing the beginning and end points. An estimate value in reference to the International Roughness Index is calculated using the data collected.

**Health:** In South Africa, an initiative has developed algorithms to consolidate the databases of different public institutions that manage information on AIDS patients and clinics, the amount of HIV lab tests, and other AIDS-related information. This makes it possible to identify the places that serve the highest proportions of AIDS patients at the national, provincial, district, and clinic-level [52].

Other relevant cases that did not enter the Big Data Innovation Challenge of the World Bank include two public health initiatives in Chicago and Indiana, United States [53]. Chicago improved its rodent eradication effort by carrying out a joint project with the pest control agency and using big data, while Indiana set up a high-level data center with top-notch professionals as well as investment in cutting-edge technology and information security to reduce infant mortality.

The following section presents an in-depth review of three cases of implementation of big data analytics in Latin America and the Caribbean. These cases are concrete examples of the use and impact of advanced analytics in the region, and they systematically reflect the main challenges, opportunities, and lessons learned from the projects. The first case generates data for public policy from the implementation of a specific intervention project in the region. The second case evaluates third party experiences to provide input for public policy. Different than the first two, the third case is a more academically oriented exercise, and yet it contributes valuable insight from a scholarly perspective and because of its methodology.

To make these cases more reader-friendly, each one is presented separately, and its respective review and analysis are structured as follows:

1. Brief introduction of the case, identifying the needs/issues to be addressed, as well as the potential questions and hypotheses that may have been proposed.
2. Analysis of what data had to be gathered or was available to answer the questions or evaluate the hypotheses proposed.
3. Review of the methodologies used to collect and process data and to produce the results obtained.
4. Summary of relevant lessons for public policy or for the case-specific topic.

### 3.1. Sustainable Urban Mobility, Big Data, and Public Policy: Cyclist Mobility Study in the City of Rosario, Argentina

**Case Description, Needs and/or Issues Identified**

The first study was carried out in Rosario, Argentina, to provide an account of the situation of cyclist mobility in the city using georeferencing devices. The research aimed at identifying (1) cyclist mobility patterns with respect to existing road infrastructure (whether cyclists use bike
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paths or not), (2) the relationship between cyclist mobility patterns and road accidents, and (3) potential road infrastructure improvements [54].

The study consisted of two phases. In the first phase, 40 volunteers (bike owners) received and installed GPS tracking devices on their bikes. In the second phase, 150 bikes were provided through a public system called “Mi bici tu bici” (“my bike, your bike”). At the time of the study, there were 173 bikes in active use in the public system, which means that the GPS devices covered 85 percent of the fleet. The study included private bike users to assess alternative routes, as their mobility patterns are not geographically limited by the locations of public bike terminals.

Each device installed on publicly or privately owned bikes contained an accelerometer and a GPS, and could thus collect data on speed and routes. The data used to analyze accidents came from several government agencies: the Road Observatory of the Provincial Road Safety Agency of Santa Fe for information on accidents, injuries, and deaths; the Mobility Authority of Rosario for information on the relationship between bike path use and collisions in the city; as well as targeted interviews with private bike users to confirm the quantitative information obtained.

**Methodologies for Data Analytics**

It took two weeks to gather data from private bike users, and six weeks from public system users. In both cases, only workday data was collected (from Monday to Friday). Based on the data, the number of trips, travel time, average distance and speed, and the most used roads were determined. This data could be aggregated monthly, daily, hourly, or by individuals’ age or gender.

In the first part of data processing, the data are visually represented by creating maps that showed the main corridors used by cyclists, the speed of travel, accident hotspots, and the severity of accidents. This step helped identify the roads, crossroads, and specific areas that require greater attention due to the frequency and severity of accidents. In the second part, the study relied on interviews to further examine the accident hotspots as well as overall issues.

**Lessons for Public Policy**

This case shows that big data analysis can help diagnose and define actions to improve citizen welfare. The study findings show that cyclists generally prefer roads with bike paths as they enable them to make faster and safer trips. With the data, it was also possible to locate the accident hotspots on roads without bike paths but with significant bike traffic. Additionally, the study identified several road hubs without bike paths that are frequently used by cyclists as they travel to and from government agencies, public utility companies, universities, and schools.

Based on this information, it is possible to make informed decisions to improve the services provided to citizens. In this particular case, the study sheds light on the situation on Oroño Boulevard, which acts as a hub of the city (and hosts several public utility companies, schools, health facilities, and cultural centers) and is widely used by cyclists despite having no ad hoc infrastructure or authorization for bike traffic. Once the reason for bike use is identified, various options for retrofitting the boulevard were proposed to accommodate pedestrian traffic and to maintain the neighborhood’s appeal.

The use of public value intelligence presented one particular challenge. Data processing and analysis were conducted externally, which indicates a lack of infrastructure and human resources in the government agencies to undertake this type of project.
In the last phase, the same techniques for data collection and analysis could be used for project impact assessment. For example, observing changes in road infrastructure (old and new) use to determine if the objectives of improving public policy have been met.

3.2. Computing a New Path for Governance: Big Data Innovations in Latin America and the Caribbean

Case Description, Needs and/or Issues Identified

The second case is an analysis of four smart cities in Latin America. Smart cities have three governance-related objectives: enhance transparency, improve efficiency, and achieve continuous innovation [55].

The cases examined here are part of a study by the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) [55] aimed at assessing the capacity of the cities to support innovative initiatives in big data analysis, understand the peculiarities of Latin America in these cities to enhance governance, and identify specific local challenges, solutions, and innovations. Below is a brief description of each case:

- **Bahia Blanca (Argentina):** The Initiative ¿Qué pasa Bahía Blanca? (QPBB) is a response to the tension between environmental activists and the local petrochemical industry. The government responded by installing sensors that can measure different environmental variables in strategic sectors and share the data captured through a platform and a cellphone application. This made it possible to track air and noise pollution produced by petrochemical plants in real time. The data gathered were made openly available on the platform.

- **Cordoba (Argentina):** A public transportation fleet tracking system was developed, with special emphasis on the city center. Although one of the operators was already providing its own data on travel time, routes, and ticket revenues, a public transportation tracking system was deemed necessary for two reasons. First, there were concerns over the accuracy of the information provided—especially with respect to public transportation provider revenues—and the difficulty in consolidating operator-generated data. Second, the city was attempting to regain its trailblazing legacy in public transportation, which had become privately operated in recent years.

- **São Bernardo do Campo (Brazil):** In response to the challenges posed by the city’s growth, the federal government made a gradual effort to improve the infrastructure and logistics supporting several public services, creating Você SBC, a cellphone application that allows citizens to lodge complaints or make suggestions regarding a broad range of non-urgent services (such as trash collection problems, noise, potholes in the road surfaces, among many others). The application makes it possible to identify and track the needs of the city and its residents.

- **Fortaleza (Brazil):** The Fortaleza Inteligente project was born out of two attempts to improve city governance that began in 2013. The first one was the creation of CITINOVA, a public foundation with a mission to promote the use of science, technology, and innovation in government to improve the services provided to citizens. The second attempt was the formulation of an “urgent transportation and transit action plan” (Plano de Ações Imediatas de Transporte e Trânsito, or PAITT), a master plan consisting of initiatives to upgrade public transportation and improve traffic in the city. Fortaleza Inteligente led to three pilot projects. The first project uses the data collected from GPSs installed in the buses of the public transportation system to avoid delays and overcrowding. The second one uses the data from the public bike system to analyze bike use in the city and make the case for a scale-up. The
third one created a dashboard that consolidates all the transportation system indicators and generates web-based visualizations.

**Necessary and Available Data**

Given the variety of initiatives, a plethora of data was needed. On one hand, the Bhai Blanca (Argentina) project required the installation of multiple sensors to provide ongoing tracking of air quality\(^2\), sewage, and industrial noise in the vicinity of petrochemical plants, as well as information on the geolocation of these plants. To complement this information, cameras were installed to enable real-time monitoring of some of the plants.

The Cordoba (Argentina) project required the installation of GPS devices in all the buses of the public transportation system\(^3\). Additionally, payment data were collected from the terminals using a one-card payment system that covers the city’s entire public transportation system; data on time, amount, and location (using GPS data) of payment in each one-card transaction were also collected.

The São Bernardo do Campo (SBC) project used the Você SBC platform to collect data sent from the city residents’ own devices, which had been registered previously. The platform allowed users to submit various types of non-urgent requests, which are georeferenced to identify areas with overflowing trash or places where a fallen tree needs to be removed, as well as public spaces of interest that could host activities such as open-air markets.

The Fortaleza project gathered the greatest variety of data as it has three different components. Like the Cordoba project, the Fortaleza project installed GPS devices on public transportation to measure the speed and location of approximately 2,000 buses of the fleet. Fortaleza also implemented a single-card payment system that covers all public transportation (including public bikes) called *bilhete único* (single ticket). While the data collected in Cordoba and Fortaleza are similar, Fortaleza also gathered data from sensors installed at intersections, radars (to measure the level of vehicle congestion), and complementary sources such as statistics on crime and public transportation accidents.

Three types of data have been gathered for this assessment: (1) information on the specific aspects of each project (background, stages, key decision makers, design process, business model, among others); (2) information on the project status (with further details in the project analysis section), and (3) contextual variables beyond the control of the agents involved (such as political, technological, and macro-level social factors).

**Methodologies for Data Analytics**

To analyze the cases presented here, reports were written to provide information on the design and progress of the projects, as well as the obstacles, outcomes, and impacts. The main analytical tool used was the urban big data maturity model proposed by the IDB [55]. The model consists of a five-dimensional, five-tier rubric (see Annex A), which helps determine the development (or maturity) level of an urban big data initiative. For the purposes of case description and analysis, the dimensions of the rubric are defined as follows:

---


\(^3\) This includes the buses that already have other GPS devices installed by their respective operator.
1. **Open data**: providing the data required and creating demand for data-based governance
2. **Building data ecosystems**: creating communities and mechanisms for sharing data and building a culture of data use, particularly among decision makers and stakeholders
3. **Analytics**: the techniques used to analyze, summarize, and visualize information
4. **Data-based decision making**: including the individual skills as well as institutional and cultural practices necessary for using data to improve public policy
5. **Citizen participation and public services**: using data to create new types of government-citizen relationships

Each of these five dimensions has a rubric of adoption levels that range from solving specific, temporary issues to full ownership and significant ongoing improvement. Detailed information on each level of data adoption is found in the table in Annex A. The four cases analyzed here were assessed in reference to these dimensions. Table 4 below shows the final maturity levels of the cases.

### Table 4: Initial and Final Maturity Levels of Projects Based on the Model of Big Data Adoption for Solving Urban Problems in Zambrano [55].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Implementation period</th>
<th>Initial — final maturity level of each dimension in the rubric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Open data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bahía Blanca</td>
<td>2012—2016</td>
<td>1.0—2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Córdoba</td>
<td>2012—2016</td>
<td>2.5—2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Bernardo do Campo</td>
<td>2014—2016</td>
<td>2.0—2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortaleza</td>
<td>2013—2015</td>
<td>2.5—2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lessons for Public Policies**

Based on the cases assessed and the analytical tools proposed, there are several things to consider when using big data to support public policy. The diverse range of objectives and needs and the different maturity levels spell out different challenges and tensions that provide lessons for the future.

Although the technical and analytical procedures are important, this section will focus on the characteristics, capacities, and potential of the institutions examined, as the latter is indispensable for success in implementing public value intelligence initiatives within governments. Generally speaking, success is measured against the following dimensions:

1. **Building an institutional framework** that can generate, manage, and sustain the resources needed for infrastructure and the staff dedicated to public value intelligence. The framework can thus provide a common ground for establishing and discussing the objectives and scope of the abovementioned innovations such as the Fortaleza Initiative. Additionally, the framework can play a key role in defining data ownership or access, while the institutions should establish clear guidelines early on, and especially when they work with nongovernmental third parties.
(2) Achieving **transparent and seamless communication with other external entities** (public or private) and with the citizens. In the early stages of a public value intelligence project, the capacity to adapt the data to the needs of the citizens and not those of the data-processing entities is vital for strengthening ties with the citizens. The cases of Bahia Blanca (providing information to other entities) and of São Bernardo do Campo are good examples of this principle. In the latter, the *Você SBC* application—designed to reach out to the citizens—was developed in a hackathon. This can encourage citizen participation on two levels, by engaging them as agents of innovation and producers of data. Interaction with other public entities is also key: since data analysis can potentially be of use to other agencies, a multilateral perspective is necessary for achieving maximum impact. To facilitate this type of interaction, the implementation of open data policies and infrastructure is needed, as is a data ecosystem for various public agencies to share data with other key players. Academia can also contribute knowledge and experience, such as in the case of Córdoba, where a university and a public institution collaborated in data validation, fostering technological innovation in the private sector to achieve public objectives.

(3) **Availability of the necessary human capital** consisting of professional data analysts, decision makers, or key stakeholders who formulate questions and define objectives. Data scientists have the knowledge and skills required for improving open data infrastructure and ecosystems, and can suggest the right type of analytics needed. Decision makers and key stakeholders should have the capacity of guiding the work of the data scientists, making sure that it aligns with the needs of the citizens. The human capital required may be found outside of the public sector; for example, the Córdoba initiative relied on a private company to collect, clean, and analyze the data. Still, the public sector must develop these skills in-house if they want to sustain the projects over the long run.

The abovementioned dimensions are interrelated. While these dimensions are consistent with the maturity model, they also share similarities with some of the institutional capacities required for big data adoption in the public sector [30], [43], [56]. Section 4 will provide an overview of these capacities.

Hence, the maturity model provides not only lessons for public policy, but also previously unexplored possibilities that can be worthwhile. This model allows for conducting ex ante, a posteriori, and self-assessments that help organizations identify their strengths and challenges in undertaking a public value intelligence project [55]. Two assessments were conducted on the projects at different points in time to gauge the projects' progress in terms of maturity level.

### 3.3. Using Firm-level Data to Analyze Growth and Dispersion in Total Factor Productivity

**Case Description, Needs and/or Issues Identified**

The third case is a study that uses firm-level data to estimate the growth and dispersion in total factor productivity (TFP). TFP is the portion of output not explained by the amounts of input needed for production, and is determined by the efficiency and intensity of the inputs used [57].

In the literature, there are few attempts to estimate the TFP of multiple countries simultaneously. This study, however, estimated the TFP of approximately 20 million firms in nearly 30 countries over a period of eight years, providing a much fuller picture of the status and evolution of TFP.

---

4 ATOS SIEMENS was in charge of the design and implementation of the study as well as the data collection and analysis.
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Two relevant background events provide context for this study: (1) TFP in all countries grew consistently in the years prior to the financial crisis of 2008, but began to decline steadily starting in 2011. (2) The dispersion in TFP among countries has widened since 2010. Firm-level behavior is expected to mirror the slowdown in TFP and the increase in dispersion.

Necessary or Available Data

Understanding the broader economic landscape requires gathering an enormous amount of firm-level data. The data were collected from the Orbis database [58], which contains all the information required to calculate TFPs, including financial reports and measures of productivity.5

Methodologies for Data Analytics

The project consisted of two main steps: preparing the data and determining the production functions. The more challenging step was cleaning and preparing the data, which was time-consuming and required the right expertise. Cleaning the data required imputing the missing data (which could be calculated based on the available data), and excluding data on firms that did not report key values. Preparing the data involved calculating new variables that describe firm workers, raw material, and machinery, based on assumptions regarding how inputs are used in different categories of firms.

Subsequently, production functions were calculated using regression models that determine output based on the available inputs. Four different methodologies were used in this step, all of which were based on ordinary least squares (OLS) to preserve the robustness of the results [59]. This was the most computing-intensive part of the process due to the amount of data and the variety of calculation methodologies used. Afterwards, the elasticities of the factors of production were calculated, which are the weights of each factor in its respective industry, country, and firm.

Lessons for Public Policy

The results show that there is no clear relationship between the dispersion observed and average TFP (accounting for different categories of firms) by country. When controlling for the TFP baseline levels, nearly all measures indicate that dispersion is negatively correlated with future growth and TFP.

This analysis employed a mix of big data techniques and traditional statistical methods. First, data are collected and analyzed using a server with computing capacity far superior to household devices (and to professional devices in some cases). Then, the analysis used OLS-based techniques drawn from traditional inferential statistics.

This case opens a debate on representativeness that is highly relevant to academia and to the public sector. This is because despite the existence of an enormous amount of data, European countries are still overrepresented in them.

Additionally, as the case uses traditional statistical methods in data samples that can be considered big data (due to their volume), the validity of the results can be compromised—a problem common to big data analytics. The problem can be framed in the following way: What is the purpose of the analysis: to predict an occurrence or to understand causality? Big data analytics is typically used to predict (even though it can be used to study causality), as it can

---

5 479 NAICS (North American Industry Classification System) codes were obtained from the Orbis database. NAICS codes is the standard system for classifying different types of business activities and is used by federal statistics agencies in the United States. (http://www.census.gov/eos/www/naics/).
provide external validation of results [60]. On the other hand, OLS methods are used to model casual explanations as they provide internal validation. In fact, given the objectives of the research—to examine the causes of variability and slowdown in TFP—the second alternative is needed. For this reason, representativeness-related challenges are not a significant issue. However, when researching firms in other countries or predicting their behavior using available data, it is necessary to assess the representativeness of the sample and of the methods used to ensure adequate external validity of the results.

4. Discussion

As shown in the previous section, big data analytics can help generate evidence for the design, development, and evaluation of public policies. This can potentially help improve decision making and support governments in providing better services to citizens.

Thus, advanced big data analytics can be a tool, and not an end in itself. Likewise, technology is a necessary but insufficient condition for conducting big data analytics. Developing public value intelligence at various levels of government (micro, mezzo, and macro level) is essential for building a culture of evidence-based decision making. As all new tools have certain methodological constraints and privacy issues, it is important to take into account the ethical, legal, intellectual, and safety implications when using big data analytics.

This section discusses the constraints of advanced analytics in light of the conceptual framework of big data (Section 2) and the case studies (Section 3). It also provides recommendations for implementation in government agencies, and considers several emerging opportunities such as sharing and disseminating data through various public entities.

4.1. Challenges and Constraints

Data Analysis, Methodologies, and Technologies

First, the overabundance of data has been matched with the representativeness of the data itself. Therefore, methodological issues such as source reliability are more relevant than ever [5], [28]. Specifically, data collected through digital channels only represent some of the more active users, and in the best-case scenario, only those with access to information and communication technologies (ICT), whose penetration rate in Latin America and the Caribbean is far below 100 percent [61]. Therefore, issues of underrepresentation, overrepresentation, and multiplicity make it harder to formulate generalized inferences, as they raise the question of whether or not big data represents the diversity of the population being studied [29].

Second, there is a lack of proven and rigorous stochastic techniques to statistically compensate for errors, biases, or deviations [29]. Third, big data eludes the classical academic definition of data itself. In the traditional econometric analysis framework, for example, data are defined as the values of a variable that is part of a methodological model aimed at answering a research question6. For big data generated from transactions, the concept of data is not linked to any econometric model in particular, but to the record of transactions and their “footprints” on digital information platforms or systems [29], [62]. Therefore, big data is similar to administrative data in definition and type, as the latter is generated more organically and for purposes other than research[29].

Additionally, even though the bulk of data processing can be automated using a variety of existing technologies (see Table 1, Table 2 in Section 2.2), it does not mean that data scientists should
not make decisions, such as at which point in the life cycle of data analysis to mine and clean data (see Figure 1 in Section 2.2), what analytical methods to choose, and in the end, how to interpret the results, which are not self-explanatory [28]. In other words, big data analytics is not an entirely objective discipline since it has a significant subjective component [28]. For this reason, there are 10 critical points [63] that help steer clear of the problems in big data analytics processes, which are to choose: (1) the right analytical problem, (2) the right subject population, (3) the right data sources, (4) the right data samples, (5) the correct versions of the model, (6) the right predictive variables, (7) the right modeling approach and algorithms, (8) the right model-validation frequency, (9) the right validations and adjustments to determine significance, and (10) the right types of visualizations.

Even with these precautions, prediction errors can still occur. For example, Google FluTrends, which sought to predict flu cases, failed spectacularly in early 2013. There is speculation that since the algorithm predicts the spread of flu based on users’ Google searches, the widespread press coverage in late 2012 triggered flu-related searches by people who were not necessarily infected [8]. Other attempts to explain the failure point to the Google-generated diagnosis suggestions based on the users’ symptom searches [9]. In either case, prediction algorithms must be constantly adjusted and validated using other data sources, since the abovementioned issue of population bias is inherent to online searches.

In other cases, the cause of prediction failure is not the data themselves, but the mistakes made in data analysis or interpretation [5]. It is highly probable that large data volumes can produce spurious correlations among variables and statistically significant results [5], [15], [64]. As models can be prone to overfitting⁷, their potential extrapolation and hence interpretation are highly context-dependent [28].

A case in point is the analysis of PISA results, which show that the most successful education systems are those that focus on both quality and equity [65], but do not necessarily indicate a causal relationship. However, reforms were implemented based on the interpretation of major trends in national and international assessments without an in-depth understanding of the details of what makes a difference in schools [10].

In conclusion, one cannot expect the use of advanced big data analytics in itself to substitute more traditional methods of research analysis; on the contrary, it should and can complement other tools [66], especially qualitative ones.

**Privacy, Ethical and Legal Issues, Security, and Ownership**

The analysis of personal variables containing big data for public and private purposes inevitably raises ethical and legal issues regarding:

(1) **Protection of personal privacy**, in other words, anonymizing the individuals whose data are being analyzed.

(2) **Analysis of private information**, namely, concerns over the inequality and damage caused by intruding into people’s personal lives⁶ [67], [68].

---

⁶ One example of this is Target, an American supermarket chain, which tried to predict who among its customers are getting pregnant and send promotional ads based on their purchase of certain items. The problem arose when one of these ads was sent to a teenager who had not disclosed her pregnancy to her parents [50].
(3) **Ownership of big data** and the rights and authorizations regarding their management, maintenance, use, and exploitation.

Regarding the **protection of personal privacy**, it is possible to identify individuals by combining various data sources. For example, Sweeney [69] estimates that 87 percent of Americans can be identified using only zip code, gender, and date of birth. Similarly, a study conducted by Bahamonde et al. [70] shows how easy it is to obtain and determine someone’s home address using the information stored in prepaid public transportation cards (BiPl!) in Santiago, Chile.

Regarding the **analysis of private information**, intrusion into people’s personal lives can lead to discriminatory practices in employment eligibility or access to services. Related to the previous point, there are information safety issues surrounding privacy protection in the processes of data collection, management, and analysis. One tool used for this purpose is data encryption, both in data storage and distribution channels.

Another aspect that has raised concerns is **data ownership**: who owns a dataset—tech platform owners (such as Facebook), or the people who use these platforms (in other words, individuals who create profiles and flood their virtual walls with big data)? What rights and licenses of data use are associated with ownership? What is considered “fair” and “safe” use—use that respects the integrity of personal information? In essence, the fact that big data is publicly available does not mean that it is ethical to use it as one pleases. It is necessary to ensure a conscious use of data through mechanisms that hold the people involved in data analysis [28]—especially public servants—accountable. In light of this, when external entities (such as universities or firms) are the ones conducting the analyses, it is important to properly safeguard data ownership, establish protection mechanisms, and prohibit further use of the data for other purposes. These types of legal issues need to be clarified at the outset [1] and carefully weighed, particularly when the analysis is done by third parties or when it involves the use of products whose terms and conditions grant permission to the manufacturer or service provider to access the data or transfer ownership back to the service provider. For example, who owns the data generated from cellphone activities—the phone companies or the users? Is the degree of aggregation sufficient to guarantee complete anonymity of the individuals? These issues must be addressed when defining big data for public policy design.

Ultimately, **legal responsibility** lies with whoever is in charge of managing the potential negative consequences of big data analysis: issues with data ownership and protection, personal privacy and consumer protection, and data safety, among others [71].

4.2. **Recommendations**

The following is a series of recommendations based on the case studies and the discussion in the context of the conceptual framework proposed.

**Recommendations on the Use of Public Value Intelligence by Government Agencies**

Implementing public value intelligence projects requires a series of **institutional capacities** within the government. Some authors have identified at least three types of capacities: human capital, technology, and strategy formulation [30], [43], [56], which are specified below:

- **Human capital**: Necessary for tasks such as analyzing the available information; cleaning, preparing, formatting, and ensuring the reliability of the data; and providing training that focuses on data analysis and data-based solutions. On the other hand, there are few “smart
consumers” of data who can evaluate the information with a critical eye. Leadership is needed to raise data awareness, improve data use, and build a data-oriented organizational culture.

- **Technology**: Few technological resources and software services exist for using big datasets and data storage. There is also a lack of interoperability among the systems of different agencies and/or departments, and among tools for taking data-based actions.

- **Strategy formulation**: It is necessary to have a plan to determine the urgent questions to address, the data to collect, and the techniques to use for data analysis. The plan should also contemplate strategic alliances with organizations whose mission is to support the use, quality, and reliability of data.

It is important to establish an institutional framework to sustain the initiatives over time. Townsend and Zambrano-Barragan [55] showed how Bahia Blanca ended up phasing out its initiative, while in the case of Fortaleza, an institutional framework helped sustain its initiative, the resources involved, the working guidelines, and even access to data. The institutional framework should also promote transparent and smooth communication with other external entities (see Section 3.2), and thus tackling the fundamental challenge of organizing and sharing data to be used in the analysis. This involves sharing data among the different government agencies [20] and developing in-house leadership to define how big data will be used and for what purpose. It is also important for the decision makers themselves to get involved to ensure timely access to data (especially the data that are only available during certain periods of time), and move toward a culture of data-based decision making. The Cordoba initiative led to partnerships between a university and a public institution, and put in place the incentives that promote private investment in technology to help achieve public objectives.

**Clear and transparent communication with the citizens** is also necessary (see Section 3.2), of which Bahia Blanca and São Bernardo do Campo are two examples. The former achieved smooth communication with the citizens and adapted the data to their needs. The latter involved citizens in the development of the application (through a hackathon) and data production.

Regarding human capital, it is necessary to have professionals who conduct the data analysis and the smart consumers of the evidence produced. The task of smart consumers is to formulate questions, and critically analyze the information received, questioning the sources, assumptions, and methodology used to produce the information [43]. This paper proposes a competency rubric for smart consumers (Annex B).

For data scientists, it is necessary to have professionals with particular skillsets to conduct analyses that can produce valuable information and generate input for the data-oriented decision-making cycle. However, these professionals are not easy to find. It is estimated that by 2018, the United States alone will see a talent shortfall of between 140,000 and 190,000 data scientists, and about 1.5 million managers and analysts capable of posing the right questions and understanding the results [1]. Therefore, it is necessary to educate and train professionals to close this gap.

Unfortunately, potential scarcity is not the only challenge surrounding professional capacity. The growing use of data on human behavior means that there is less need for skills related to engineering, or the so-called hard sciences, and more need for multidisciplinary and multisectoral analysis in different social, demographic, and geographical contexts. In other words, professionals who can navigate diversity skillfully are in demand.
Enhancing Transparency in Evidence-generating Analytics

As mentioned above, data science requires making a series of decisions regarding data analyses, and working with debatable assumptions that can influence the evidence generated for decision making and the formulation of public policies. Therefore, it is essential to document and ensure transparency in the analytical processes conducted, so that they can be audited and accountability mechanisms can be applied. There are opportunities for constantly improving the analyses and the results, disseminating the methodologies in the public sector, and in particular, potentially correcting mistakes in a timely fashion. This is especially important in cases of leakage of personal information or inequalities that arise from biased recommendations based on an algorithm. In this regard, the experience of a new area of research called e-science [72], which focuses on the traceability and reproducibility of data-intensive research, can be useful for addressing this topic.

4.3. Opportunities

The remainder of the section summarizes the opportunities identified based on the challenges, recommendations, and analysis of the case studies.

Development (or maturity) Level of Big Data Projects and of “Smart Consumers” of Evidence from Big Data Analysis

The first opportunity lies in using the rubric designed by Townsend and Zambrano-Barragan [55] to assess the initiatives that use big data to address urban issues (Annex A). With minor adjustments, the rubric can be used to assess the overall degree of maturity of any big data analysis project in the public sector. In this case, the “citizen participation and public service” dimension can be swiftly adapted to the context of the project being evaluated. Likewise, the rubric should also account for the smart consumers (Annex B) to ensure that they meet the minimum competency levels required to interpret and use the evidence produced from big data analysis.

Data Sharing and Dissemination within the Public Sector

The second opportunity lies in the potential use of the data generated in public sector analytics projects for other purposes. For example, in the case of the Você SB cellphone application developed in São Bernardo do Campo (Brazil), the citizen-generated data can serve as valuable input for various government agencies responsible for security, the environment, and other areas.

There is also potential for synergy between different government agencies as they can conduct analysis together to shed light on the need for decision making and multisectoral policy formulation in the areas of transportation, environmental pollution, and the concentration of schools [73]. To tap into this potential, governments should move forward with policies regarding ongoing data generation and maturation, and put in place an institutional framework that (1) guides the use of big data analysis to create a culture of evidence-based decision making; (2) sustains the management and maintenance of big data with the necessary safeguards (see Section 4.1), and (3) promotes clear and smooth communication with other government agencies and external entities (such as universities and research centers).

Types of Issues to be Addressed

The third opportunity for using big data analytics lies in a specific type of pure prediction problems [60]. For these types of problems, it is not necessary to establish causality to make decisions in the typical assessment scenarios with or without the implementation of a public policy. Kleinberg
et al. [60] called these “umbrella problems,” which have to do with decision making. For example, is the chance of rain high enough to justify taking an umbrella? In this case, one does not need to know what causes rain; one just needs to estimate whether it will rain or not.

Therefore, to support decision making, one can use supervised machine learning techniques (see Table 2) and rely on past data to train the algorithm to produce a more accurate and timely forecast than a human expert can. Applications have been developed for a variety of purposes, such as:

- Socioeconomic profiling of a certain geographic area based on satellite information to determine area-specific social assistance policies [74].
- Estimating a student’s risk of dropping out [75], [76] and choosing the most cost-effective retention intervention [77].
- Improving audit policies by using predictive surveys based on online user reviews [78].
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## Annex A: Maturity Model Rubric for Big Data Use in Addressing Urban Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maturity level</th>
<th>Open data</th>
<th>Analytics</th>
<th>Data-based decision making</th>
<th>Participation and public services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 5 — Optimizing</strong></td>
<td>Read-write platforms empower.user community curation and extension of data; governance protocols embedded in software enable responsible sharing.</td>
<td>Industry, academia, government, and citizens sharing trusted data; data marketplaces create safe, secure platform for many-to-many exchange of big urban data.</td>
<td>Open analytics platforms enable rapid innovation in algorithms; self-optimization of operations through extensive automation of analytics.</td>
<td>The organization and its operations continuously adapt and improve using analytical insight in line with strategic policy objectives; processes that require modest human judgement are subject to automation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4 — Advanced</strong></td>
<td>All non-sensitive data published openly, with robust data user community support and dataset request processes exist.</td>
<td>Most useful data are 'big'; crowd-sourcing data collection widespread; external data exchange with private sector; incentives for data sharing are commonplace.</td>
<td>Predictive analytics is used widely to optimize the organization's decision-making so that the best actions are taken to maximize operational effectiveness and achieve policy outcomes.</td>
<td>Decision makers are well informed with insight from analytics and the organization is capable of acting to maximize key performance indicators; processes that require little human judgement are automated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3 — Intermediate</strong></td>
<td>Open data policy and regulation mandates timetable for comprehensive data disclosure, subject to security and privacy review; real-time data published when feasible.</td>
<td>Integrated sensor networks supporting multiple users; data platforms enable automated sharing; mash-ups from diverse sources.</td>
<td>Predictive analytics provide insight on the likelihood of important changes in activity patterns affecting the organization's operations or policies; accelerating improvements through machine learning and other techniques.</td>
<td>The organization is able to make limited business decisions using analytical insight to improve operational efficiency and generate more value; data dashboards support a data-driven culture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2 — Basic</strong></td>
<td>Open data portal aggregates published government datasets.</td>
<td>Application-specific sensor networks collect relevant data; policies for data privacy, security and sharing established; data quality is poor; cross-linking requires time-consuming manual integration.</td>
<td>Analytics are used to inform decisionmakers about the causes and contributing factors for key processes and events in the organization's operations.</td>
<td>The organization understands the causes behind what they observe, buts its culture is largely resistant to adapting to take advantage of the insight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1 — Ad Hoc</strong></td>
<td>Data sharing enabled through scattershot regulations and departmental policy.</td>
<td>Agencies rely on historical data exhaust from operations; data is in silos with little sharing.</td>
<td>Analytics are limited to describing what has happened.</td>
<td>The application of analytical insight is the choice of the individual and has little effect on how the organization operates.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Townsend and Zambrano-Barragan [55].
Annex B: Competency Rubric for Smart Consumers of Public Value Intelligence [79]

Objectives

The rubric aims to present the general criteria for the end user of the outcomes of public value intelligence projects to assess their own capacity to approach, understand, and ultimately make decisions based on the information available.

Conceptual Framework

Although the literature differentiates between different types of literacies, “literacy” for the purposes of this rubric refers to information literacy. Information is defined from the perspective of computer science [80], which differentiates between data and information. In this regard, “data” refers to the “raw” values (that may or may not be organized into a matrix or a database) that have not gone through any type of processing or analysis. Therefore, having data is not enough for drawing conclusions or making decisions. Information, on the other hand, has been processed in some manner, and can be used to support decisions, judgment, or conclusions. Since the end user will have access to information and not data, the rubric will focus on information literacy.

The design of the rubric contemplated two types of elements: first, the components, concepts, and skills described by Means et al. [56] for assessing data-based decision-making capacity; and second, the characteristics and tasks that should be clarified for users of visualized information as discussed by Ward et al. [81].

The instrument designed by Means et al. [56] has five components:

1. **Framing the question**: the question should be answerable based on the available data. There has to be a semantic relationship between the question raised and the structure of the data.
2. **Finding the data**: identifying the relevant data for answering the question.
3. **Understanding the format**: getting familiarized with the way in which the data are presented (for example, table or graph), which helps structure a response that addresses the question raised.
4. **Interpreting the data**: knowing the statistical concepts—at least qualitatively—to understand the data behavior. For example, one or more atypical values can skew the average value of a certain measurement.
5. **Using the data**: applying the data to specific, appropriate contexts, and understanding how data reflect or attempt to capture a given occurrence.

Even though Means et al. [56] use the term “data” when they refer to what is measured by the instrument, the concept encompasses data processing and information production from the data.

Generally speaking, the purpose of the rubric is to evaluate information and not data, as the deliverables are processed and hence limited. On one hand, this means that the end user has no or little involvement in data processing (except to make the format more aesthetically pleasing at best). On the other hand, the framing of the question is constrained by the limits of the information provided.

---

7 To keep it consistent with the definitions used by Means et al. [56], these components will also focus on data and not information.
Ward et al. [81] have defined the tasks for and the characteristics of the users of visualization. The tasks refer to the actions required to make a valid judgment based on the visualization presented. The following list draws from the actions outlined in [82]:

1. **Identify**: recognizing the relevant elements in the tool presented
2. **Locate**: finding the position of a given item in the tool presented
3. **Distinguish**: determining if an element is different than another
4. **Categorize**: classifying different types of elements
5. **Group**: dividing elements into groups based on relationships or common features.
6. **Prioritize**: organizing a set of elements in a particular order.
7. **Compare**: examining the similarities and differences between two or more elements.
8. **Associate**: building a relationship between two or more elements.
9. **Correlate**: establishing a two-way relationship between two or more elements.

These tasks help define the different levels of expertise required of the user in order to work with visualizations. These tasks will be implemented through using the descriptors in the visualization rubric.

According to Ward et al. [81], there are five characteristics related to data knowledge and skills that users must possess in order to adequately understand the information. These are:

1. **Familiarity with the field**: the user’s expertise in and knowledge of the field or the context of the data in which they operate.
2. **Familiarity with the task**: the user’s experience with the task assigned.
3. **Familiarity with the data**: the user’s experience with the data from which the information was obtained, and whether or not the user has come up with a mental framework to make sense of the data.
4. **Familiarity with the techniques of visualization**: the user’s experience with and expertise in specific visualization techniques.
5. **Familiarity with the context of visualization**: the user’s knowledge of and expertise in the visualization tools used to present information.

**Components**

Some of the components proposed in [56] would overlap if used in the specific context of the rubric. For example, the component of “framing the question” would overlap with “using the data,” as the user should know and understand the context of the data use to frame a question that is relevant and can be answered with the data. The components of “finding the data” and “understanding the format” also have elements in common—if the user cannot work with the data, they cannot adjust the formats in which to present the information. In other words, “finding the data” would depend on familiarity with the format in which the information is presented. Therefore, based on the recommendations made in [56], the paper proposes three components for the rubric:

1. **Identifying the information**: finding the information regardless of how it is presented requires recognizing the type of information presented and its applicable contexts.
2. **Understanding the information**: familiarity with the format in which the information is presented and the skills required to understand it; this requires understanding the ways in

---

8 Same as Means et al. [56], Ward et al. [81] also focus on data.
which information is presented, finding the relevant information, and comparing its elements, among others.

3. **Interpreting the information**: using information from sources other than the ones presented to better understand the available information; this requires knowledge of the concepts, methodologies, and statistics to go beyond a superficial understanding and to verify the validity of the conclusions drawn from the information.

### Descriptors, Skills, and Knowledge

This section defines two elements: first, the range of descriptors that capture the skills and knowledge needed for each component; second, the skills and knowledge themselves. The definitions of both draw from the points made by Ward et al. (2010).

1. **Identifying the information**: the descriptors capture different levels ranging from having no knowledge to having an in-depth knowledge of the information, with the latter meaning that the user can establish logical connections between the pieces of information and with other relevant knowledge. Ward et al. (2010) have defined a select range of user characteristics as regards the knowledge required. Not all the characteristics are mentioned here, since some overlap with the elements related to the component of “understanding the information,” so the characteristics are best kept separate to keep things organized:
   
   a. **Familiarity with the field**: the user’s expertise in and knowledge of the field or the context of the information received.
   
   b. **Familiarity with the data**: the user’s experience with the data from which the information was obtained, and whether or not the user has come up with a mental framework to make sense out of the data.
   
   c. **Familiarity with the context of visualization**: the user’s knowledge of and expertise in the tool(s) of visualization with which information is presented.

2. **Understanding the information**: the descriptors related to the comprehension of information are defined based on the tasks outlined by Ward et al. (2010). For the purposes of the rubric, these descriptors are divided into three groups. The first group addresses the capacity to identify, find, and distinguish between pieces of information. The second group addresses the capacity to categorize, group, and prioritize information. The third group addresses the capacity to compare, relate, and correlate information.
   
   a. **Basic visualization**: the most common type of visualization—for example, contingency tables, bar graphs, among others.
   
   b. **Multidimensional visualization**: similar to basic visualization but with more than three dimensions. Therefore, one should take certain special considerations into account when designing this type of visualization to facilitate comprehension.
   
   c. **Geospatial visualization**: visualizations that reference geographic areas; this requires familiarity with the maps and with the areas to be represented.

3. **Interpreting the information**: as in the component of “identifying the information,” the descriptors for “interpreting the information” range from superficial knowledge or literal comprehension of the concepts to the capacity to process and critically evaluate information as well as to understand the information presented through visualization in light of external information.
a. **Concepts:** all the notions that the user should be familiar with and have a certain degree of expertise in, to take the correct approach to the information presented.

b. **Statistics:** the basic notions of descriptive statistics, such as measures of central tendency, measures of position, and measures of spread, which the user should be familiar with in order to understand information and check its validity.

**Rubric**

The following is a rubric for the dimension of **identifying the information.** The expected level — in terms of skills or knowledge — of the end user is highlighted in **grey.**

**Table B1: Rubric for the Dimension of “Identifying the Information”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill or knowledge</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity with the field</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The user’s understanding is</td>
<td>The user has a general but superficial understanding of the field, without detailed knowledge of the functional and structural aspects that can help them critically assess the information in visualizations.</td>
<td>The user has adequate knowledge of the field. The user has sufficient knowledge of the functional and structural aspects to understand the information in visualizations.</td>
<td>The user has expert knowledge of the field. The user understands the functional and structural aspects in extensive detail, and can thus critically assess the information presented in different visualizations.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below the threshold required for the field of analysis.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity with the data</td>
<td>The user has no data-related knowledge, does not know the data source or the valid context for application.</td>
<td>The user has minimal knowledge of the data source, the context of application, and the implications. The user is not able to assess the validity or the relevance of data in the visualizations.</td>
<td>The user is familiar with some of the data and their sources, knows the objectives for which the data were produced, their contexts of application, and implications for the system. The user can assess the relevance of some of the data in the visualizations.</td>
<td>The user has expert knowledge of the different types of data and their sources, knows and understands the objectives for which the data were produced, their contexts of application, and their implications for the educational system. The user is capable of critically assessing the relevance of the data in the visualizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The user does not know the context of visualization used nor similar contexts.</td>
<td>The user knows the visualization contexts similar to the one used, and can conduct minimal processing of the information presented.</td>
<td>The user knows the context of visualization, but has difficulty in processing the information presented therein.</td>
<td>The user is familiar with the context of the visualization used, and can process the information effectively.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following is a rubric for the dimension of **understanding the information**. The expected level—in terms of skills or knowledge—of the end user is highlighted in **grey**.

### Table B2: Rubric for the Dimension of “Understanding the Information”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill or knowledge</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Basic visualization</strong></td>
<td>The user cannot differentiate between different types of basic visualization, nor between basic visualization and other types of information visualization.</td>
<td>The user can identify some basic visualizations, recognize and find the relevant elements in each type, and distinguish between these elements.</td>
<td>The user can categorize the elements of a basic visualization into different types, and organize or sort them based on common criteria. The user also knows when it is appropriate to use the abovementioned techniques.</td>
<td>The user has advanced knowledge and can thus compare, relate, and/or correlate the various elements within and between basic visualizations of similar characteristics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multidimensional visualization</strong></td>
<td>The user cannot differentiate between different types of multidimensional visualizations or between multidimensional visualizations and other types of information visualization.</td>
<td>The user can identify some multidimensional visualizations and distinguish them from basic visualizations. The user can also recognize and find the relevant elements in each visualization and differentiate between these elements.</td>
<td>The user can categorize the elements of a multidimensional visualization into different types and organize or sort them based on common criteria. The user also knows when it is appropriate to use the abovementioned techniques.</td>
<td>The user has advanced knowledge and can thus compare, relate, and/or correlate the various elements within and between multidimensional visualizations of similar characteristics. The user can propose adjustments to visualizations based on need or requirement for decision making.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geospatial visualization</strong></td>
<td>The user cannot differentiate between different types of geospatial visualizations or between geospatial visualizations and other types of information visualization.</td>
<td>The user can identify some geospatial visualizations and their elements (such as “street blocks”). The user can also recognize and find the relevant elements in each visualization and differentiate between these elements.</td>
<td>The user can categorize the elements of a geospatial visualization into different types and organize and/or sort them based on common criteria. The user can also understand geographical indicators visually and knows when it is appropriate to use</td>
<td>The user has advanced knowledge (for example, of how to use mathematical-geospatial models) and can thus compare, relate, and/or correlate the various elements of a geospatial visualization, and relate it to other visualizations. The user can also</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The following is a rubric for the dimension of **interpreting the information**. The expected level – in terms of skills or knowledge – of the end user is highlighted in *grey*.

### Table B3: Rubric for the Dimension of “Interpreting the Information”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill or knowledge</th>
<th>None</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Advanced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concepts</strong></td>
<td>The user does not understand the most basic concepts needed to make sense of the information presented in visualizations.</td>
<td>The user has minimal conceptual knowledge and can understand the information in visualizations.</td>
<td>The user has sufficient conceptual knowledge, which complements their understanding of the visualizations.</td>
<td>The user knows about topics that are not necessarily related to the information but help enrich their understanding from the perspective of fields other than their specialization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Statistics</strong></td>
<td>The user does not understand the most basic notions of descriptive statistics, and therefore cannot interpret the information presented in visualizations.</td>
<td>The user knows very basic notions such as average, which is not enough for understanding the information in visualizations.</td>
<td>The user understands the notions of descriptive statistics, such as measures of central tendency, spread, and position, as well as basic notions of probability, and can thus understand and expand on the information in visualizations.</td>
<td>The user understands the notions and techniques of advanced statistics and data mining, and can thus not only understand the information but also assess it critically from a statistical perspective.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>